
To all SF Task Participants, 

Thank you for participating in San Francisco’s first Task Party. Without your 

participation it couldn’t have happened. Task is whatever participants bring to 

and take from it. 

This iteration brought in approximately 200 people, which is a slightly smaller 

crowd than other recent Task Parties.  I learned from this version that smaller 

can be an advantage.  A smaller crowd makes it possible for a lot of us to interact 

more intimately with one another and have fun without spatial constraints. My 

experience was that because there were fewer people, I talked to more of you 

because I saw you again and again and I really enjoyed that.

Since Task is the sum of who shows up and by extension what each participant 

chooses to write and interpret, each version of Task is as idiosyncratic and 

unique as its participants. SF Task’s momentum seemed primarily focused on art 

making. I assume that’s because a lot of you are artists or somehow linked to 

culture making. This is usually not quite as pronounced, since Task generally 

attracts a wider cross section of people. On the other hand the focus on art 

making produced some really stunning results. The sophistication and complexity 

of how some tasks were interpreted and realized, as well as the constant 

hybridization of multiple tasks were sometimes truly inspiring.   

I also just went through my filmed footage and noticed many of you appearing on 

a regular basis in front of my lens moving from task to task and building on, 

interacting with, transforming, co-opting and reprocessing other people’s tasks. 

 This for the first time enables me to watch the fluidity of ideas and action in a 

way that almost resembles a narrative. 

It was therefore a particularly luxury to spend an additional couple of days, post-

Task, in SF dealing with the accumulated material and further exploring some of 

the themes and narratives as they emerged. So far this has produced the 

following:

-Multitask, (my partners in organizing and realizing SF Task), and I have 

salvaged all kinds of ephemera and interesting refuse from this Task Party, as 

well as all written tasks we could get our hands on. 

-We then compared the filmed footage and still images and are in the process of 

piecing together tasks with footage and images as well as salvaged ephemera. 

The result, so far, has been the emergence of micro narratives that we will 

present in various stages of completion at SF Camerawork. 

- SF Camerawork has given us part of their gallery to physically deal with a post 



Task environment. We have already installed most ephemera and all salvaged 

tasks. In the coming days we will print out and integrate photographic images to 

this installation and in the coming week/s edit some of the filmed footage, all of 

which we will share with you at SF Camerawork as well as in further edited form 

on our respective blogs:  

oliverherringtask.wordpress.com <http://oliverherringtask.wordpress.com>      

 www.sftaskparty.org<http://www.sftaskparty.org> 

-We also decided to continue Task in a modified format at SF Camerawork. For 

this we left out some material for you to use. We salvaged the Task box with 

some tasks, (that you wrote), so please feel encouraged to pick one, interpret it, 

write some more tasks, add them to the task pool and continue to generate. As 

long as you stay on the designated area (the paper floor) you can pretty much do 

whatever you like. We will continue to document the process and share the 

results. 

If any of you have images, and/or filmed material, please be so kind and share it 

with us. You are welcome to any material we have. Task is a shared experience 

and we encourage as much interaction and participation throughout all stages of 

Task as possible.  You can simply email your images to info@sftaskparty.org or if 

you are a flickr user, upload them with the tag of  ”sftaskparty”. We plan to add 

what you sent us, in real time, to an evolving slide show at Camerawork. 

Also, any suggestions, input and accounts of how you experienced Task, good or 

bad, will be appreciated. Task is meant as a platform for people to express 

themselves and interact with other people in an adventurous, non-linear way. 

Your input will contribute to more insight, which will help shape the next Task 

Party or Task Event

Multitask, SF CameraWork and I hope you got something from the Task 

experience and we definitely hope to see you all again, for more Task, or not.  

Oliver HerringNYC, Oct. 9th, 2008
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